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This book focuses on the nanofiber membrane’s fabrication, characterization, and
performance for medical, environment and energy applications. Topics include polymer,
inorganic and composite-form nanofiber membrane materials. Top Research teams from varied
disciplines and continents outline applied nanofiber membrane fabrication techniques and
characterizations. Promising nanofiber membranes for improving and enhancing technologies
used in drug delivery, wound healing, tissue engineering, water and wastewater treatment and
purification, gas separation and purification, air purification, and fuel cells are discussed
along with the likely path forward for commercial usage. Key Features: Shares the most recent
discovery solutions from experts all over the globe for the numerous problems in medical,
environmental and energy applications. Provides a holistic cycle of nanofiber membrane
development which comprehensively discusses the membrane preparation, characterizations,
performance and the way forward for a specific process and application. Explains the
mechanism of separation and purification. Focuses on the nanofiber membrane’s fabrication,
characterizations, and performance in various scenarios and commercial applications.
Organic electronics is one of the most exciting emerging areas of materials science. It is a
highly interdisciplinary research area involving scientists and engineers who develop organic
molecules with interesting properties for a variety of applications in technical industries (e.g.
circuitry, energy harvesting/storage, etc.) and medical applications (e.g. bioelectronics for
sensors, tissue scaffolds for tissue engineering, etc.). This Research Topic collects articles that
report advances in chemistry (e.g. design and synthesis of molecules with various molecular
weights and structures); physical chemistry and chemical physics, and
computational/theoretical research (e.g. to push the boundaries of our understanding);
chemical engineering (e.g. design, prototyping and manufacturing devices); materials
scientists and technologists to explore different markets for the technologies employing such
materials, the organic bioelectronics field and green/sustainable electronics.
Biologically active small molecules have increasingly been applied in plant biology to dissect
and understand biological systems. This is evident from the frequent use of potent and
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selective inhibitors of enzymes or other biological processes such as transcription, translation,
or protein degradation. In contrast to animal systems, which are nurtured from drug research,
the systematic development of novel bioactive small molecules as research tools for plant
systems is a largely underexplored research area. This is surprising since bioactive small
molecules bear great potential for generating new, powerful tools for dissecting diverse
biological processes. In particular, when small molecules are integrated into genetic strategies
(thereby defining “chemical genetics”), they may help to circumvent inherent problems of
classical (forward) genetics. There are now clear examples of important, fundamental
discoveries originating from plant chemical genetics that demonstrate the power, but not yet
fully exploited potential, of this experimental approach. These include the unraveling of
molecular mechanisms and critical steps in hormone signaling, activation of defense reactions
and dynamic intracellular processes. The intention of this Research Topic of Frontiers in Plant
Physiology is to summarize the current status of research at the interface between chemistry
and biology and to identify future research challenges. The research topic covers diverse
aspects of plant chemical biology, including the identification of bioactive small molecules
through screening processes from chemical libraries and natural sources, which rely on robust
and quantitative high-throughput bioassays, the critical evaluation and characterization of the
compound’s activity (selectivity) and, ultimately, the identification of its protein target(s) and
mode-of-action, which is yet the biggest challenge of all. Such well-characterized, selective
chemicals are attractive tools for basic research, allowing the functional dissection of plant
signaling processes, or for applied purposes, if designed for protection of crop plants from
disease. New methods and data mining tools for assessing the bioactivity profile of
compounds, exploring the chemical space for structure–function relationships, and
comprehensive chemical fingerprinting (metabolomics) are also important strategies in plant
chemical biology. In addition, there is a continuing need for diverse target-specific bioprobes
that help profiling enzymatic activities or selectively label protein complexes or cellular
compartments. To achieve these goals and to add suitable probes and methods to the
experimental toolbox, plant biologists need to closely cooperate with synthetic chemists. The
development of such tailored chemicals that beyond application in basic research can modify
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traits of crop plants or target specific classes of weeds or pests by collaboration of applied and
academic research groups may provide a bright future for plant chemical biology. The current
Research Topic covers the breadth of the field by presenting original research articles,
methods papers, reviews, perspectives and opinions.
This book describes the accomplishments of a curious and imaginative scientist, and his
endeavours to translate or even to extrapolate scientific insights into the world of art.The
science section in this volume concerns studies on S-layers, a very important class of proteins
found on the surface of numerous Bacteria and nearly all Archaea. S-layer proteins are one of
the most abundant biopolymers on our planet, and assemble into the simplest type of
biological membrane. Moreover, they are unique building blocks and patterning elements for
the production of complex supramolecular structures and nanoscale devices in
nanobiotechnology, molecular nanotechnology, synthetic biology, biomimetics and
nanomedicine.In the second part of this book the author goes on to passionately describe how
his scientific activities stimulated his art work, which in particular concerns the visualization
of results and the potential of synthetic biology and evolutionary events induced by genetic
manipulations. Most importantly, the engagement in art allowed him to leave the rather
curtailed canon of science and reach a mental state of unlimited freedom of thoughts. Masklike sculptures are used as examples to visualize the intersection between science and art, and
in particular the unpredictability and mystery of scientific visions.
21st Century Nanoscience – A Handbook
Effective Methods, Practices, and Programs
Design Strategies for Synthesis and Fabrication (Volume Two)
Medicinal Orchids of Asia
Sedentary Behavior and Health
Literature review on linkages between child nutrition and economic growth
Plasmodesmata (PD) are plant-specific intercellular nanopores defined by specialised domains of the plasma membrane
(PM) and the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), both of which contain unique proteins, and probably different lipid
compositions than the surrounding bulk membranes. The PD membranes form concentric tubules with a minimal outer
diameter of only 50 nm, and the central ER strand constricted to ~10-15 nm, representing one of the narrowest stable
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membrane tubules in nature. This unique membrane architecture poses many biophysical, structural and functional
questions. PM continuity across PD raises the question as to how a locally confined membrane site is established and
maintained at PD. There is increasing evidence that the PM within PD may be enriched in membrane ‘rafts’ or TET web
domains. Lipid rafts often function as signalling platforms, in line with the emerging view of PD as central players in plant
defense responses. Lipid-lipid immiscibility could also provide a mechanism for membrane sub- compartmentalisation at
PD. Intricate connections of the PM to the wall and the underlying cytoskeleton and ER may anchor the specialised
domains locally. The ER within PD is even more strongly modified. Its extreme curvature suggests that it is stabilised by
densely packed proteins, potentially members of the reticulon family that tubulate the cortical ER. The diameter of the
constricted ER within PD is similar to membrane stalks in dynamin-mediated membrane fission during endocytosis and
may need to be stabilised against spontaneous rupture. The function of this extreme membrane constriction, and the
reasons why the ER is connected between plant cells remain unknown. Whilst the technically challenging search for the
protein components of PD is ongoing, there has been significant recent progress in research on biological membranes that
could benefit our understanding of PD function. With this Research Topic, we therefore aim to bring together researchers
in the PD field and those in related areas, such as membrane biophysics, membrane composition and fluidity, protein-lipid
interactions, lateral membrane heterogeneity, lipid rafts, membrane curvature, and membrane fusion/fission. We wish to
address questions such as: - What mechanisms restrict lateral mobility of proteins and lipids along the PD membranes? How can specific proteins be targeted to and turned over from membrane domains with restricted lateral access? - What
elements (lipids, proteins, membrane curvature, packing order, thickness etc.) may contribute to the identity of PD
membranes? - How do the structural and functional features of PD compare to other ER-PM contact sites? - How is the
high curvature of the PD ER stabilised and what are possible functions of such a tightly constricted membrane tubule? Do PD need to be prevented from spontaneous collapse and sealing? - What technologies are available to address these
questions that can underpin PD research? We welcome interested individuals to contribute their expertise and develop
new hypotheses on the particular biological and biophysical questions posed by PD. We are particularly looking for
articles (Original Research Articles, Technical Advances and State-of-the-Art reviews) that would expand on or challenge
current perceptions of PD and stimulate discussion.
By 2050 the world's population is projected to grow by one-third, reaching between 9 and 10 billion. With globalization
and expected growth in global affluence, a substantial increase in per capita meat, dairy, and fish consumption is also
anticipated. The demand for calories from animal products will nearly double, highlighting the critical importance of the
world's animal agriculture system. Meeting the nutritional needs of this population and its demand for animal products
will require a significant investment of resources as well as policy changes that are supportive of agricultural production.
Ensuring sustainable agricultural growth will be essential to addressing this global challenge to food security. Critical
Role of Animal Science Research in Food Security and Sustainability identifies areas of research and development,
technology, and resource needs for research in the field of animal agriculture, both nationally and internationally. This
report assesses the global demand for products of animal origin in 2050 within the framework of ensuring global food
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security; evaluates how climate change and natural resource constraints may impact the ability to meet future global
demand for animal products in sustainable production systems; and identifies factors that may impact the ability of the
United States to meet demand for animal products, including the need for trained human capital, product safety and
quality, and effective communication and adoption of new knowledge, information, and technologies. The agricultural
sector worldwide faces numerous daunting challenges that will require innovations, new technologies, and new ways of
approaching agriculture if the food, feed, and fiber needs of the global population are to be met. The recommendations of
Critical Role of Animal Science Research in Food Security and Sustainability will inform a new roadmap for animal science
research to meet the challenges of sustainable animal production in the 21st century.
This latest Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) will again form the
standard reference for all those concerned with climate change and its consequences, including students, researchers and
policy makers in environmental science, meteorology, climatology, biology, ecology, atmospheric chemistry and
environmental policy.
Created by the continuous feedback of a student-tested, faculty-approved process, HDEV4 traces development from
infancy through late adulthood through a visually-appealing print component complete with tear-out review cards for
students and class prep cards for instructors. Additionally, HDEV4 includes an online study center offering with
CourseMate that includes an eBook and set of interactive digital tools to address multiple-learning styles, all at a valuebased price. HDEV4 was developed with considerable input from focus groups, surveys, and conversations with students
and instructors resulting in high-interest and comprehensive content, current examples, and a personal tone that
accommodates sociology students' lifestyles and is proven to increase retention and enhance outcomes. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Childhood and Adolescence: Voyages in Development
The Inevitability of Discourse
Natural Medicines
Workshop Summary
The Colobines
Retinal Immunobiology and Retinopathy

Thousands of high-quality clinical photographs paired with authoritative clinical content make Zitelli and Davis' Atlas of Pediatric Physical
Diagnosis the trusted, go-to resource for residents and physicians alike. In this thoroughly revised 8th Edition, Drs. Basil J. Zitelli, Sara C.
McIntire, Andrew J. Nowalk, and Jessica Garrison, provide a much-needed visual perspective on pediatric illness, helping you hone your
visual examination skills and improve your diagnostic accuracy. Features more than 3,000 color photographs supplemented by clear
explanatory text, laboratory tests, tables, algorithms, imaging, and approximately 25 clinical videos. Emphasizes pertinent historical factors,
examination techniques, visual findings, and diagnostic methods. Provides meticulously updated content throughout, including an
extensively revised ophthalmology chapter. Discusses key topics in pediatrics such as development, child abuse, and adolescent gynecology.
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Covers both common and uncommon disorders, making it an excellent resource not only for clinical diagnosis, but also for studying for the
pediatric boards. Lists actionable and practical references, bibliographies, and resources at the end of each chapter.
Entering Transmasculinity is a holistic study of the intersecting and overlapping discourses that shape transgender identities. In the book,
matthew heinz offers an examination of mediated and experienced transmasculine subjectivities and aims to capture the apparent
contradictions that structure transmasculine experience, perception, and identification. From the relationship between transmasculinity’s
emancipatory potential and its simultaneously homogenizing implications, to issues of gender-queerness, sexual minorities, normativity,
and fatherhood, Entering Transmasculinity is the first book to synthesize the disparate areas of academic study into a theory of the
transmasculine self and its formation.
Insects display a staggering diversity of behaviors. Studying these systems provides insights into a wide range of ecological, evolutionary,
and behavioral questions including the genetics of behavior, phenotypic plasticity, chemical communication, and the evolution of lifehistory traits. This accessible text offers a new approach that provides the reader with the necessary theoretical and conceptual foundations,
at different hierarchical levels, to understand insect behavior. The book is divided into three main sections: mechanisms, ecological and
evolutionary consequences, and applied issues. The final section places the preceding chapters within a framework of current threats to
human survival - climate change, disease, and food security - before providing suggestions and insights as to how we can utilize an
understanding of insect behavior to control and/or ameliorate them. Each chapter provides a concise, authoritative review of the
conceptual, theoretical, and methodological foundations of each topic.
This document summarizes published and grey literature on conceptual framework on the link between child nutrition and economic
growth, determinants of child undernutrition, types of investments to enhance maternal and child nutrition, and linkages between
urbanization and child nutrition. Several in-sights emerge from the review. First, and despite progresses over the last several decades,
maternal and child malnutrition is still prevalent in developing countries and the progress has been uneven. While the percentage of
chronically malnourished (stunted) children declined across the developing world, the number of stunted children in Africa increased due
to slower reduction in stunting prevalence and population growth. Many developing countries are experiencing the coexistence of different
forms of malnutrition including undernutrition, micronutrient deficiency, and overnutrition. Second, child undernutrition, especially
stunting during the first 1,000 days of life, has several short- and long-term effects on individuals and economies that include impaired
cognitive and non-cognitive development, poor educational performance, low productivity and earnings, and higher healthcare costs. Third,
the determinants of child undernutrition are broadly classified as the immediate determinants including dietary intake and diseases; the
underlying determinants that include household food security, quality of care and household living environment, and access to healthcare;
and the basic determinants that include access to productive resources, stock of capital, as well as socioeconomic, political and cultural
factors. Investments to enhance child nutrition can target either the immediate determinants (known as nutrition-specific investments) or
the underlying determinants (known as nutrition-sensitive investments). Fourth, the effect of urbanization on child nutrition is mostly
determined by the extent to which urban settlements offer their residents with better economic opportunities (e.g., better paying jobs and
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markets for nutritious food) and services (e.g., healthier living environments). Fifth, given the multilayer causes of child undernutrition, a
multi-sectoral approach is needed to address the various determinants of undernutrition to improve maternal nutrition, promote optimal
infant and young child feeding practices, enhance household food security, as well as improve healthy living environment and access to
quality health care.
Curiosity And Passion For Science And Art
Specialised membrane domains of plasmodesmata, plant intercellular nanopores
Vertebrate Biology
Broadening Participation in STEM
Encyclopedia of Endocrine Diseases
A trusted classic for over 50 years, Krause’s Food and the Nutrition Care Process, 14th Edition presents the most
cutting-edge and up-to-date dietetics content available in this ever-changing field. Nicknamed the "nutrition
bible", students and practitioners alike turn to its current, comprehensive content, engaging pedagogy and
design, and logical presentation of information. This new edition includes the 2015 Dietary Guidelines for
Americans, more visuals, and highlighted Clinical Case Studies, Clinical Insights, and Clinical Applications boxes
that help translate scientific knowledge into practical patient care. Written by nearly 50 nationally recognized
writers, researchers, and practitioners, it covers nutrition assessment and intervention, the nutritional needs of
individuals in different stages of the life cycle, nutrition for health and fitness, and medical nutrition therapy.
Authored by clinical specialists, ensuring in-depth coverage with many practical and evidence-based
recommendations. Sample Nutrition Diagnosis boxes present a problem, its etiology, and its signs and symptoms
before concluding with a sample nutrition diagnosis, providing both students and practitioners with real-life
scenarios they may encounter in practice. UNIQUE! Pathophysiology algorithms present the cause,
pathophysiology, and medical nutrition management for a variety of disorders and conditions to help you provide
optimal nutritional care. Chapters on nutrition in each of the life cycle phases, include: Nutrition in Pregnancy
and Lactation Nutrition in Infancy Nutrition in Childhood Nutrition in Adolescence Nutrition in the Adult Years
Nutrition in Aging Focus On boxes provide thought-provoking information on key concepts for well-rounded study
and further discussion within the classroom. New Directions boxes point you toward additional research on
emerging areas in nutrition therapy. Clinical Insight boxes expand on clinical information, highlight areas that
may go unnoticed, and contain clinical resources for students and practitioners. Chapters on the nutritional care
of the low-birth-weight and premature infant feature information on how to support their health, growth, and
development. Useful websites direct you to online resources that relate to chapter topics. Key terms are defined
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at the beginning of each chapter and bolded within the text where they are discussed in more detail.
The twentieth century witnessed an era of unprecedented, large-scale, anthropogenic changes to the natural
environment. Understanding how environmental factors directly and indirectly affect the emergence and spread
of infectious disease has assumed global importance for life on this planet. While the causal links between
environmental change and disease emergence are complex, progress in understanding these links, as well as how
their impacts may vary across space and time, will require transdisciplinary, transnational, collaborative
research. This research may draw upon the expertise, tools, and approaches from a variety of disciplines. Such
research may inform improvements in global readiness and capacity for surveillance, detection, and response to
emerging microbial threats to plant, animal, and human health. The Influence of Global Environmental Change
on Infectious Disease Dynamics is the summary of a workshop hosted by the Institute of Medicine Forum on
Microbial Threats in September 2013 to explore the scientific and policy implications of the impacts of global
environmental change on infectious disease emergence, establishment, and spread. This report examines the
observed and potential influence of environmental factors, acting both individually and in synergy, on infectious
disease dynamics. The report considers a range of approaches to improve global readiness and capacity for
surveillance, detection, and response to emerging microbial threats to plant, animal, and human health in the
face of ongoing global environmental change.
Arranged logically to follow the most widely adopted course structure, this text will leave students with a full
understanding of the unique structure, function, and living patterns of all vertebrates.
Encyclopedia of Endocrine Diseases, Second Edition, comprehensively reviews the extensive spectrum of diseases
and disorders that can occur within the endocrine system. It serves as a useful and comprehensive source of
information spanning the many and varied aspects of the endocrine end metabolic system. Students will find a
concise description of the physiology and pathophysiology of endocrine and metabolic functions, as well as their
diseases. Each article provides a comprehensive overview of the selected topic to inform a broad spectrum of
readers, from advanced undergraduate students, to research professionals. Chapters explore the latest advances
and hot topics that have emerged in recent years, such as the molecular basis of endocrine and metabolic
diseases (mutations, epigenetics, signaling), the pathogenesis and therapy of common endocrine diseases (e.g.
diabetes and endocrine malignancies), new technologies in endocrine research, new methods of treatment, and
endocrine toxicology/disruptors. Covers all aspects of endocrinology and metabolism Incorporates perspectives
from experts working within the domains of biomedicine (e.g. physiology, pharmacology and toxicology,
immunology, genetics) and clinical sciences to provide readers with reputable, multi-disciplinary content from
domain experts Provides a ‘one-stop’ resource for access to information as written by world-leading scholars in
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the field, with easy cross-referencing of related articles to promote understanding and further research
Cracking the code
Nanofiber Membranes for Medical, Environmental, and Energy Applications
HDEV
Molecular Neuroendocrinology
From Mechanisms to Ecological and Evolutionary Consequences
Concepts, Assessments, and Interventions
Numbers are vital to so many areas of life: in science, economics, sports, education, and many aspects of everyday life from infancy
onwards. This handbook brings together the different research areas that make up the vibrant field of numerical cognition in one
comprehensive and authoritative volume.
Globally, natural medicine has been considered as an important alternative to modern allopathic medicine. Although natural medicines are
popular in society, only limited medicinal herbs have been scientifically evaluated for their potential in medical treatment. This book
connects various aspects of the complex journey from traditional medicine to modern medicine. It provides information on topics including
global regulations and regulatory hurdles, diverse nutritional challenges and potential health benefits, novel food innovations especially
seed-to-clinic approaches, and future trends. FEATURES • Provides information on sustainable use of natural products in the development
of new drugs and clinically validated herbal remedies • Discusses issues on evaluation and clinical aspects of herbal medicine, promotion
and development, safety evaluation, metabolite profiling, biomarker analysis, formulation, and stability testing • Describes traditional uses
of natural medicine through identification, isolation and structural characterization of their active components • Elucidates mechanisms of
biological action, adverse effects and identification of their molecular targets of natural medicine • Multidisciplinary appeal including
chemistry, pharmacology, pharmacognosy and cell and molecular biology, as well as integration with clinical medicine This book serves as
an essential guide for individuals researching natural medicines, and industry employees in areas including drug development,
pharmacology, natural products chemistry, clinical efficacy, ethnopharmacology, pharmacognosy, phytotherapy, phyto-technology and
herbal science.
This up-to-date reference is the most comprehensive summary of the field of nanoscience and its applications. It begins with fundamental
properties at the nanoscale and then goes well beyond into the practical aspects of the design, synthesis, and use of nanomaterials in various
industries. It emphasizes the vast strides made in the field over the past decade – the chapters focus on new, promising directions as well as
emerging theoretical and experimental methods. The contents incorporate experimental data and graphs where appropriate, as well as
supporting tables and figures with a tutorial approach.
Topic Editor Andrew Taylor has a sponsored research agreement and is a consultant with Palatin Technologies Inc. in Cranbury, New
Jersey. All other Topic Editors declare no competing interests with regards to the Research Topic subject.
Sex Estimation of the Human Skeleton
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girls' and women's education in science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM)
Cretaceous Period: Biotic Diversity and Biogeography
Invasive Species in Forests and Rangelands of the United States
The Oxford Handbook of Invertebrate Neurobiology
Krause's Food & the Nutrition Care Process - E-Book

This monograph is the result of eight years of bibliographical and field research concerning several behavioural ecology aspects of the
Palaearctic falcons. For a while, this book grew along with “The Lanner falcon” published in 2015 and revised in 2017. In both books the
main aim was to provide a clear overview of the biology and ecology of these species. In fact in the last 20 years, the number of publications
on falcons has grown tremendously and, in parallel, also those belonging to the so-called "grey literature". The number of people involved is
also increased by including both academics and nature lovers. Many previously published books emphasized identification, and offered little
insights on the behavioural and ecological aspects of the species. Very often, the research on behavioural ecology remains closed within the
confines of academic community. By contrast, a multitude of basic data is scattered in countless articles published in local magazines. Many
falcon species are easy to observe and study (such as kestrels) but others are more rare and localized. In order to understand the survival
strategies adopted by this group of avian predators, it is necessary not to lose sight of the overall picture. This book tries to explain the
different survival strategies by examining, through a few essential chapters, some crucial aspects for all species. The first chapter provides
information on the genus Falco, its genetics, evolution and morphological peculiarities. The other chapters deal with reproductive strategies,
competition, exploitation of resources, dispersal patterns, communication and sociality. One of the main objectives of this book is to produce
an accessible but scholarly curated source of reference. By understanding the most common species, it is possible to provide a working
framework for rarer, and especially threatened, falcon species.
"Discusses the mechanisms that enhance peptide and protein diversity beyond what is encoded in the genome through post-translational
modification"-With research from leading scientists, Sedentary Behavior and Health: Concepts, Assessments, and Intervention presents evidence on
sedentary behavior, its apparent health risks, and suggestions on measuring and altering this behavior.
Spencer A. Rathus provides a hands-on approach in the chronologically organized CHILDHOOD AND ADOLESCENCE: VOYAGES IN
DEVELOPMENT, Sixth Edition to support you in helping students understand the link between developmental theories and research as well
as their application to everyday life. Using his proven pedagogical approach, interspersed with personal and humorous stories, Rathus
captures the wonder of child and adolescent development, while portraying the field of development as the rigorous science that it is. This
edition is updated throughout with hundreds of new references and relevant information from the new DSM-5. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
A Comprehensive Science Synthesis for the United States Forest Sector
Nature
Robbins & Cotran Pathologic Basis of Disease E-Book
From Genome to Physiology
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Entering Transmasculinity
The Bare Bones
Readable and highly illustrated, Robbins and Cotran Pathologic Basis of Disease, 10th Edition presents an in-depth, state-of-the-art overview
of human diseases and their cellular and molecular basis. This best-selling text delivers the latest, most essential pathology knowledge in a
readable, interesting manner, ensuring optimal understanding of the latest basic science and clinical content. More than 1,000 high-quality
photographs and full-color illustrations highlight new information in molecular biology, disease classifications, new drugs and drug therapies,
and much more. This superb learning package also includes an enhanced eBook with a full complement of ancillary content on Student
Consult. Provides uniquely authoritative and readable coverage, ideal for USMLE or specialty board preparation, as well as for coursework.
Covers the hot topics you need to know about, including novel therapies for hepatitis C, classification of lymphomas, unfolded protein
response, non-apoptotic pathways of cell death, coronavirus infections, liquid biopsy for cancer detection, regulation of iron absorption, clonal
hematopoiesis and atherosclerosis, thrombotic microangiopathies, heparin-induced thrombocytopenias, inflammatory myopathies, genetic
tools for treatment of cystic fibrosis, and many more. Uses an outstanding full-color, user-friendly design to simplify your study and quickly
direct you to the information you need to know, with learning features such as boldface overviews at the beginning of each section, key
concepts boxes, suggested readings, schematic diagrams that illustrate complex concepts, and new gross and microscopic figures for clarity
of morphology. Brings you up to date with the latest information in molecular and genetic testing, mechanisms of disease, personalized
medicine and its impact on treatment of human diseases, the role of microbiome and metabolome in non-communicable diseases, and much
more. Provides access to a wealth of interactive ancillaries online: pathology case studies, videos, self-assessment questions, Targeted
Therapy boxes that discuss drug therapy for specific diseases, interactive cases, and more. Evolve Instructor site with an image and test bank
is available to instructors through their Elsevier sales rep or via request at https://evolve.elsevier.com.
This open access book describes the serious threat of invasive species to native ecosystems. Invasive species have caused and will continue
to cause enormous ecological and economic damage with ever increasing world trade. This multi-disciplinary book, written by over 100
national experts, presents the latest research on a wide range of natural science and social science fields that explore the ecology, impacts,
and practical tools for management of invasive species. It covers species of all taxonomic groups from insects and pathogens, to plants,
vertebrates, and aquatic organisms that impact a diversity of habitats in forests, rangelands and grasslands of the United States. It is wellillustrated, provides summaries of the most important invasive species and issues impacting all regions of the country, and includes a
comprehensive primary reference list for each topic. This scientific synthesis provides the cultural, economic, scientific and social context for
addressing environmental challenges posed by invasive species and will be a valuable resource for scholars, policy makers, natural resource
managers and practitioners.
This unique book brings together a wealth of data on the botanical, ethno-medicinal and pharmacological aspects of over 500 species of Asian
medicinal orchids. It starts off by explaining the role and limitations of complimentary and herbal medicines, and how traditional Asian medicine
differs from Western, “scientific” medicine. The different Asian medical traditions are described, as well as their modes of preparing herbal
remedies. The core of the book presents individual medicinal orchid species arranged by genera. Each species is identified by its official
botanical name, synonyms, and local names. Its distribution, habitat and flowering season, uses and pharmacology are described. An
overview sums up the research findings on all species within each genus. Clinical observations are discussed whenever available, and
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possible therapeutic applications are highlighted. The book closes with chapters on the conservation of medicinal orchids and on the role of
randomized clinical trials.
This updated volume provides a “user-friendly” reference for dermatologists, dermatology residents and students, as well as for health care
workers in related fields to better understand immune-mediated skin diseases and their therapies. The focus is on what is needed by the
physician/resident or student for betting understanding the pathophysiology of the disease as well as the mechanisms of action of the
therapies. The reader can easily read about groups of related diseases as well as groups of related therapies. The level of complexity of the
book is such that it has practical applications on a daily basis but can also be used by the resident as a teaching tool and as a handy source of
review for the boards. In addition, it can be used the practicing dermatologist to study for recertification. The scope of the book is immunology,
immunogenetics, immunopathology and immunopharmacology as they relate to clinical dermatology.
The Influence of Global Environmental Change on Infectious Disease Dynamics
Climate Change 2014 – Impacts, Adaptation and Vulnerability: Regional Aspects
The Oxford Handbook of Numerical Cognition
When Chemistry Meets Biology – Generating Innovative Concepts, Methods and Tools for Scientific Discovery in the Plant Sciences
Behavioural Ecology of Western Palearctic Falcons
Organic Electronics From Synthesis To Applications

The Colobines are a group of Afroeurasian monkeys that exhibit extraordinary behavioural and
ecological diversity. With long tails and diverse colourations, they are medium-sized primates,
mostly arboreal, that are found in many different habitats, from rain forests and mountain
forests to mangroves and savannah. Over the last two decades, our understanding of this group of
primates has increased dramatically. This volume presents a comprehensive overview of the
current research on colobine populations, including the range of biological, ecological,
behavioural and societal traits they exhibit. It highlights areas where our knowledge is still
lacking, and outlines the current conservation status of colobine populations, exploring the
threats to their survival. Bringing together international experts, this volume will aid future
conservation efforts and encourage further empirical studies. It will be of interest to
researchers and graduate students in primatology, biological anthropology and conservation
science. Additional online resources can be found at www.cambridge.org/colobines.
In this book, leading experts employ an evidence-based approach to provide clear practical
guidance on the important question of when and how to facilitate return to play after some of
the most common injuries encountered in football. Detailed attention is paid to biomechanics,
the female athlete, risk factors, injury prevention, current strategies and criteria for safe
return to play, and future developments. Specific topics discussed in depth include concussion,
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anterior cruciate ligament and other knee injuries, back pathology, rotator cuff tears, shoulder
instability, hip arthroscopy, and foot and ankle injuries. The chapter authors include renowned
clinicians and scientists from across the world who work in the field of orthopaedics and sports
medicine. Furthermore, experiences from team physicians involved in the Olympics, National
Football League (NFL), Union of European Football Associations (UEFA), and Fédération
Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) are shared with the reader. All who are involved
in the care of injured footballers will find this book, published in cooperation with ESSKA, to
be an invaluable, comprehensive, and up-to-date reference that casts light on a range of
controversial issues.
Sex Estimation of the Human Skeleton is a comprehensive work on the theory, methods, and current
issues for sexing human skeletal remains. This work provides practitioners a starting point for
research and practice on sex estimation to assist with the identification and analysis of human
remains. It contains a collection of the latest scientific research, using metric and
morphological methods, and contains case studies, where relevant, to highlight methodological
application to real cases. This volume presents a truly comprehensive representation of the
current state of sex estimation while also detailing the history and how we got to this point.
Divided into three main sections, this reference text first provides an introduction to the book
and to sex estimation overall, including a history, practitioner preferences, and a deeper
understanding of biological sex. The second section addresses the main methodological areas used
to estimate sex, including metric and morphological methods, statistical applications, and
software. Each chapter topic provides a review of older techniques and emphasizes the latest
research and methodological improvements. Chapters are written by practicing physical
anthropologists and also include their latest research on the topics, as well as relevant case
studies. The third section addresses current considerations and future directions for sex
estimation in forensic and bioarchaeological contexts, including DNA, secular change, and
medical imaging Sex Estimation of the Human Skeleton is a one-of-a-kind resource for those
involved in estimating the sex of human skeletal remains. Provides the first comprehensive text
reference on sex estimation, with historical perspectives and current best practices Contains
real case studies to underscore key estimation concepts Demonstrates the changing role of
technology in sex estimation
Invertebrates have proven to be extremely useful model systems for gaining insights into the
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neural and molecular mechanisms of sensory processing, motor control and higher functions such
as feeding behavior, learning and memory, navigation, and social behavior. A major factor in
their enormous contributions to neuroscience is the relative simplicity of invertebrate nervous
systems. In addition, some invertebrates, primarily the molluscs, have large cells, which allow
analyses to take place at the level of individually identified neurons. Individual neurons can
be surgically removed and assayed for expression of membrane channels, levels of second
messengers, protein phosphorylation, and RNA and protein synthesis. Moreover, peptides and
nucleotides can be injected into individual neurons. Other invertebrate model systems such as
Drosophila and Caenorhabditis elegans offer tremendous advantages for obtaining insights into
the neuronal bases of behavior through the application of genetic approaches. The Oxford
Handbook of Invertebrate Neurobiology reviews the many neurobiological principles that have
emerged from invertebrate analyses, such as motor pattern generation, mechanisms of synaptic
transmission, and learning and memory. It also covers general features of the neurobiology of
invertebrate circadian rhythms, development, and regeneration and reproduction. Some
neurobiological phenomena are species-specific and diverse, especially in the domain of the
neuronal control of locomotion and camouflage. Thus, separate chapters are provided on the
control of swimming in annelids, crustaea and molluscs, locomotion in hexapods, and camouflage
in cephalopods. Unique features of the handbook include chapters that review social behavior and
intentionality in invertebrates. A chapter is devoted to summarizing past contributions of
invertebrates to the understanding of nervous systems and identifying areas for future studies
that will continue to advance that understanding.
History, Methods, and Emerging Techniques
Zitelli and Davis' Atlas of Pediatric Physical Diagnosis, E-Book
Natural History, Behaviour and Ecological Diversity
Lipid Signaling in T Cell Development and Function
Systematics, Taxonomy, Natural History, and Conservation
Bulletin 71

This book reports on high impact educational practices and programs that have been demonstrated to be effective at
broadening the participation of underrepresented groups in the STEM disciplines.
Lipids are best known as energy storing molecules and core-components of cellular membranes, but can also act as
mediators of cellular signaling. This is most prominently illustrated by the paramount importance of the
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phospholipase C (PLC) and phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K) signaling pathways in many cells, including T cells and
cancer cells. Both of these enzymes use the lipid phosphatidylinositol(4,5)bisphosphate (PIP2) as their substrate.
PLCs produce the lipid product diacylglycerol (DAG) and soluble inositol(1,4,5)trisphosphate (IP3). DAG acts as a
membrane tether for protein kinase C and RasGRP proteins. IP3 is released into the cytosol and controls calcium
release from internal stores. The PI3K lipid product phosphatidylinositol(3,4,5)trisphosphate (PIP3) controls
signaling by binding and recruiting effector proteins such as Akt and Itk to cellular membranes. Recent research has
unveiled important signaling roles for many additional phosphoinositides and other lipids. The articles in this volume
highlight how multiple different lipids govern T cell development and function through diverse mechanisms and
effectors. In T cells, lipids can orchestrate signaling by organizing membrane topology in rafts or microdomains,
direct protein function through covalent lipid-modification or non-covalent lipid binding, act as intracellular or
extracellular messenger molecules, or govern T cell function at the level of metabolic regulation. The cellular
activity of certain lipid messengers is moreover controlled by soluble counterparts, exemplified by symmetric
PIP3/inositol(1,3,4,5)tetrakisphosphate (IP4) signaling in developing T cells. Not surprisingly, lipid producing and
metabolizing enzymes have gained attention as potential therapeutic targets for immune disorders, leukemias and
lymphomas.
What can we learn about the evolution of jaws from a pair of scissors? How does the flight of a tennis ball help
explain how fish overcome drag? What do a spacesuit and a chicken egg have in common? Highlighting the
fascinating twists and turns of evolution across more than 540 million years, paleobiologist Matthew Bonnan uses
everyday objects to explain the emergence and adaptation of the vertebrate skeleton. What can camera lenses tell us
about the eyes of marine reptiles? How does understanding what prevents a coffee mug from spilling help us
understand the posture of dinosaurs? The answers to these and other intriguing questions illustrate how scientists
have pieced together the history of vertebrates from their bare bones. With its engaging and informative text, plus
more than 200 illustrative diagrams created by the author, The Bare Bones is an unconventional and reader-friendly
introduction to the skeleton as an evolving machine.
An Evidence-based Approach
Clinical and Basic Immunodermatology
Tools, Techniques, and Strategies for Teaching in a Real-World Context With Microbiology
Return to Play in Football
Machine Learning Advanced Dynamic Omics Data Analysis for Precision Medicine
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Critical Role of Animal Science Research in Food Security and Sustainability
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